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Abstract：In order to express at a percussion instrument and a word, a too much huge number 
of musical instruments exist all over the world. In Europe, the method of the division a "wind 
instrument", a "stringed instrument", and a "percussion instrument" will become general in the 
16th century, and the method of a classification called a percussion instrument has continued 
up to now. I would like to make it develop from the conventional training method, and to aim at 
acquisition of performing technique in this paper, using a more efficient method. I would like to 
put the practical use especially in schools into a view, and to be able to utilize practically.
 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































一The use of the classic literature as cultivation in Japanese literature
－ As an example of the “sites of interest” in the Yamato Meisho Zue －
AO Asuka
Nara-Gakuen University
Faculty of Education for Human Growth
Abstract：A  sightseeing guidebook of the latter part of Edo Period, Yamato Meisho Zue , is a 
book with inserted pictures edited by Akisato Ritou , and was a best seller at that time. The 
editor was interested in the ‘sites of interest’ which was defined by waka poetries . It is thought 
that the book was edited in the concept that the readers would refer to this book when they 
try to make and recite their waka and haikai  poetries at those sites. The readers of the book 
are supposed to have been literary figures, and it is noted that they were enjoying waka as 
cultivation. The use of classic literature as cultural education in the literature of Edo Period such 
as in Yamato Meisho Zue is highly suggestive when we discuss about today’s classic literature 
education and cultivation.  
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